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Alliance Districts Year 2 Amendment Summary 
 

District: Naugatuck Public Schools 

Superintendent: Dr. John Tindall-Gibson (Retired). Interim Superintended to be appointed soon. 

Year 2 Allocation: $1,160,664 

Year 2 Priorities: Major Expenditures: Total Cost: 

1. Strengthen curriculum, instruction, 
and assessment through 
implementation of CCSS-aligned 
curricula 

Director of Curriculum; CCSS curricular 
materials for reading intervention and 
text complexity ; PD/in-class coaching; 
NWEA assessment; 3 counselors 

$887,139.00 

2. Build leadership and instructional 
capacity 

Job-embedded calibration and PD for 
administrators by ReVision Learning; 
TalentEd online evaluation system 

$98,250.00 

3. Extend learning time 25 ELT teachers and 11 Summer 
School positions; transportation for 
summer school and extended day 

$155,275.00 

4. Promote early childhood education Partial funding for Coordinator for 
Naugatuck Discovery 

$20,000.00 

CCSS and Aligned Assessment: Educator Evaluation and Support: School Turnaround: 

 Development of CCSS-aligned 
curricula in language arts 

 Implementation of newly 
developed CCSS-aligned 
curriculum in math 

 Purchase of additional reading 
materials aligned with CCSS 
levels of text complexity 

 Implement CC-aligned formative 
assessments (NWEA) to improve 
capacity to use data to drive 
instruction 

 Provide CC-aligned PD and in-
class coaching 

 Implementation of NPS Educator 
Evaluation system  

 Job-embedded calibration for 
evaluators 

 Development of personalized, 
targeted PD based on data from 
teacher evaluations and educator 
self-reflection 

 Implementation of Fountas & 
Pinnell Leveled Literacy 
Intervention System for readers 
below grade level at the 
elementary schools 

 Investment in school counselors 
to address students’ social and 
emotional needs and reduce 
suspension rates 

 Expansion of the extended day 
program to include grades 1-10, 
targeting students identified 
through SRBI and PBIS data 

 Continued focus on literacy in 
grades 1-3 summer program  

Other Initiatives: Revisions to the Resubmission: 

 Collaboration with Naugatuck 
Discovery to increase alignment 
between Pre-K and grade K-3 
curriculum 

 Collaboration with Naugatuck 
Discovery around increased 
Wraparound services in 2014-15 

 Provided detail on the practices  the district will establish to monitor and 
support CCSS implementation 

 Provided specific information on how the new educator evaluation system will 
inform PD offerings and support  

 Provided greater specificity in the Year 2 budget proposal  

 Information about the ELT program, including costs and how students will be 
selected for the program. Outlined the components of the extended day and 
the extended year summer program 
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 Description of the Discovery Coordinator position, how it will close the 
preparation gap, and how progress will be monitored 

 Improved outcome and progress metrics that are more measurable and 
aligned to strategies 
 

 


